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Plan for Today
Short: Macroprudential policies


Main: Mobility in Currency Unions

Farhi-Werning “A Theory of Macroprudential Policies in the Presence of Nominal Rigidities”

Farhi-Werning “Labor Mobility within Currency Unions”

Draw on two papers for today:
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Macroprudential

financial 
decisions

macro 
impact

e.g. credit boom 
high leverage and risk taking

e.g. low return shock  
lower future loans

Is there a market failure? 
Not necessarily. 

Externality needed.

macropru regulation 
monetary policy? monetary policy?



Macroprudential: Main St.  Wall Street→

financial 
decisions

macro 
impact

Macropru formula: linked to MPCs and wedges


General model: incomplete markets, financial constraints with prices etc. 
(pecuniary externalities)



General Theory
Agents            


Goods   indexed by...


”state”     (financial transactions we may want to tax)


commodity     (spot markets or transactions we cannot tax)


“States”…


states, periods


trade across states...financial markets


taxes or quantity controls available
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Wedges
In each state pick a reference good 


Define wedges …


First best...

j*(s)

τj,s

Pj⇤(s),s

Pj,s

Fj,s

Fj⇤(s),s
= 1 � tj,s

tj,s = 0



Corrective Interventions

Macropru formula: linked to MPCs and wedges


Intuition: Keynesian cross 


Extension…


pecuniary externalities: incomplete markets, financial constraints with prices


same formula! (wedges as sufficient statistics)

Proposition (Corrective Financial Taxes).
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Application
Many applications…

Trilemma and Fiscal Unions can be seen as special cases 

Liquidity Trap and Deleveraging (Guerrieri-Lorenzoni, Eggertsson-Krugman)

Dilemma Reprise: collateral constraints (demand + pecuniary externalities) 

Dilemma Reprise II… (see also Fanelli)

✦ flexible exchange rate

✦ ex-ante risk and incomplete markets

✦ Dollar and Peso debt

✦ tradeoff between insurance via exchange rate
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Trilemma… Mundell (63), Fleming (62)


factor mobility… Mundell (61)


openness… McKinnon (63)


fiscal integration….Kenen (69)


financial integration...Mundell (73)

Today Some surprises!

Understudied in Macro! 
 

Growing literature in  
trade/geography/urban



Setting the Stage
US Labor mobility…


2-2.5% interstate mobility in 2005 (Bonin et al)


downward trend 


Europe…


cross-border ~0.1-0.2%


upward trend


Policies that affect mobility…


Schengen Area


Liberalizing Job “Posting” (Muñoz, 2021)


Erasmus program


placed based policies
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Setting the Stage
Questions: Migration out of depressed regions


movers improve individually (revealed preference, partial equilibrium)…


... but regions as a whole? effect on stayers and hosts? (GE effects)

Extend open economy model to allow migration

Study Equilibrium vs. Efficient mobility


too much or too little migration?…


… going to wrong places?


… misallocation?

Insight: workers take not only their labor, but also their demand

Result: equilibrium vs. efficient it depends!


Model 1: Internal Demand Imbalances (equilibrium = efficient) robust to price/wage and rationing


Model 2: External Demand Imbalances (equilibrium < efficient) price rigidity or wage with intensive rationing


Extensions, work in progress (equilibrium > efficient) 



Model 1: Internal Imbalances 
Non-traded and traded model like previous lecture


Heterogeneity: free mobility, but preferences for locations


Simplifying assumptions


One-period model


Fixed price (wage similar)


Ex post asymmetric shocks


preferences


technology


endowments (wealth)
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Heterogeneity: Agent and Region
Rich location preference and mobility costs embedded in utility 

Example

previous residence...

... adding heterogeneous mobility costs...

Ui,j

I = {Spain, Germany}

J = {Spainiard, German}

J = {Mobile Spainiard, Mobile German, Inmobile Spainiard, Inmobile German}



Firms
Final non-traded good produced competitively


Each variety


produced monopolistically 


technology


fixed price


Symmetry...

YNT,i =
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0
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Government Budget
Regional budget balance…


No transfers across regions (no fiscal union)

X

j2J

µi,jTi = ⌧L,iWiNi + ⌧⇡,i
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Equilibrium Without Free Mobility
Households optimize


Firms meet demand 


Government budget holds


Markets clear
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Additional Assumptions 
Profits fully taxed               

Preferences over consumption and labor

region specific, not agent specific

separable between consumption and leisure

homothetic over consumption

⌧⇡,i = 1

Ti =
PNT,iYNT,i �WiNi

µi
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Equilibrium
Per capita allocation...

Labor wedge

Ci,j
T = ET

Ci,j
NT = ↵i(pi)ET

N i,j = ↵i(pi)
ET

Ai

⌧i = 1 +
1

Ai

U i,j
N

U i,j
CNT

First best
Boom
Bust 

ti = 0

ti < 0

ti > 0
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Equilibrium

Movers out of depressed region 


better off... 
... aggregate economic activity in currency union increases...


... partial vindication of Mundell (1961)...


... qualification: no impact on stayers


Intuition: move with your demand

Proposition.
Given   per-capita allocation of agents of type    in 
region   is independent of location decisions.

PT j
i

Proposition (Optimal mobility).
For any given monetary policy  
   
constrained efficient allocation 

 consistent with free mobility

PT

→



Sticky Wages 
Sticky wages instead of sticky prices


Fix 


✦ rationing: equal sharing of labor within region…


✦ or monopolistic suppliers


All results go through unchanged!

Wi



Model #2: External Imblances

Each region produces different traded good


all goods tradable...


... but allow home bias


Each traded good


produced from local labor


rigid price



Agents 
Problem of agent of type  living in region j i

Ui,j = max
Ci,j

k ,Ni,j
Ui,j({Ci,j

k }, Ni,j)

Â
k2I

PkCi,j
k +  WiNi,j + Ti + Â

k2I
p j,kPk



Rest of Model
Key differences


structure of demand


no endowment good


Rest, same as before...


Firms


Government


Equilibrium


Additional assumptions: profit tax, preferences
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Equilibrium
Income in country i

Country i spending on k

... total income for k

N i,j =
1

µi
↵i
k
Pi

Pk
Yi Ci,j

k =
1

µi
↵i
k
Pi

Pk
Yi

Ci,j =
1

µi

Pi

P i
Yi

consumption index price index



Structure of Demand

Positive constant  


union-wide aggregate demand


pinned down by monetary policy

λ

Proposition (Structure of demand).

Exists fixed  such that demand satisfies{Y*i }
Yi = �Y ⇤

i



Equilibrium

As before: movers better off


Now: stayers strictly improve!


Simplest case: no home bias

Proposition (Per-capita allocations).
Given   per-capita consumption and labor allocation of 
agents of type  in region  depends on the equilibrium only 
through the sufficient statistic  , to which it is inversely 
proportional.

λ
j i

μi



Social Optimum 
Restricted social planning problem given 


Full social planning problem
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Social Optimum 
Restricted social planning problem given 


Full social planning problem

X

i2I

µi,j = µj
constrained efficient given 
aggregate demand management

constrained-efficient

W (�) = max
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Optimal Mobility
Proposition (Optimal mobility).

Constrained efficient allocation given union-wide 
aggregate demand management      are inconsistent with 
free mobility.
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Government intervention required
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Optimal Mobility and Monetary Policy
Proposition (Optimal mobility).

Constrained efficient allocation given union-wide 
aggregate demand management      are inconsistent with 
free mobility.
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Impact on stayers’ welfare
Labor wedge is sufficient statistic
Not internalized by private agents
Government intervention required
not enough migrations out of depressed regions
potentially wrong destinations too

Optimal Mobility and Monetary Policy
Proposition (Optimal mobility).

Constrained efficient allocation given union-wide 
aggregate demand management      are inconsistent with 
free mobility.

�

⌧i
Proposition (Optimal monetary policy).

Constrained-efficient allocations satisfy

X

i2I,j2J

�jµi,j Pi

P i
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i

µi
U i,j
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Extensions
Extensions…

endowment and home bias: nests model 1 and 2

heterogeneity: negative spillover on stayers? 

fixed factors: capital

price/wage adjustments

dynamics

other rationing rules
Conjecture.

Wage rigidity + Extensive Margin Rationing 
               too much economic migration→
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(b) Log Population

Figure 1. : The migration response to the inmigration shock, with 95 percent confidence intervals.
Standard errors clustered by state.

The methodology used to construct shocks used up the first four years of mi-
gration data and the lags use up the next two, so the sample period is from
1997-2013.22 I chose to use six lags because the e↵ect on unemployment dissi-
pates after six years. Four leads are used to show a lack of a trend.23

Figure 1(a) shows the response of inmigration and outmigration to this shock.
For this figure, I run the same specification, but with the migration rate on the
left-hand side. Note there is only a small response from outmigration initially.
Whatever the cause of the outmigration from historically-connected counties, it
is not causing lots of people to move out from the receiving city.
Figure 1(b) shows the response of overall population. After six years, the

response has flattened out, with population having increased by 4.57 log-points.
In subsequent figures, the magnitude of the coe�cients are shrunk by a factor of
4.57, so that the impulse responses can be interpreted as the e↵ect of a migration
shock causing a one percent increase in population.

D. The E↵ect on Unemployment

Figure 2 shows the e↵ect of an inmigration shock on the unemployment rate.
The blue line, with dashed confidence interval bands, is the estimated e↵ect of the
one-percent inmigration shock. In periods t � 3 to t � 1, the coe�cients are not
significantly di↵erent from zero, giving no evidence of a pre-trend. In period t, the

22One might be concerned this is a special time in U.S. history, especially since the housing boom and
bust plays a prominent role throughout most of the time period. However, in Section II, I argue that the
relationship we see between housing construction and house prices match well with previous estimates
from before the housing boom (Poterba, 1984; Topel and Rosen, 1988). Results are robust to splitting
the sample to before and after 2001. See appendix D.

23The lack of a pre-trend is also helpful in addressing any lingering concerns of reverse causality. If the
reader is concerned that good economic conditions are causing an increase in my instrument, it would
make sense for unemployment rates to be correlated with future values of the instrument, which it is not.

Population
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Figure 2. : Unemployment Rate. The response to an inmigration shock, with 95 percent confidence
intervals. Errors clustered by state.

period of the shock, the unemployment rate falls by 0.05 percentage points. In
period t+1, the unemployment rate falls more, to a total e↵ect of 0.3 percentage
points, which grows further through t + 2 and t + 3, before gradually returning
to zero by t + 6. In total, the inmigration lowers the unemployment rate by 2.1
percentage-point-years.24

We can also see the e↵ect in other measures of the labor market. In Figure
3(a), I show the e↵ect on the employment-population ratio, for both MSAs and
the broader category of CBSAs. Here I construct the employment-population
ratio by dividing employment in County Business Patterns by the population
estimates of the U.S. Census. Estimates are consistent with the e↵ects on the
unemployment rate, with the employment-population ratio rising.
In Figure 3(b), I also show that unemployment benefits, as measured by the

Bureau of Economic Analysis fell. While not surprising given the results on
unemployment, it is constructed from administrative data rather than surveys
and so might be more reliable.25

Effect on non-migrants. — A natural question is whether the e↵ects on the
unemployment rate could be driven purely by migrants being more likely to have
jobs.26 Ideally, I could distinguish individuals by where they lived previously,
but that would require a large panel dataset that tracked both location and
employment status. Nonetheless, by focusing on the unemployment rate, there
is a natural bound on the direct e↵ect coming from the employment status of
migrants.

24Appendix B compares these results to ordinary least squares. Without the instrument, there is some
evidence of a pre-trend, and the initial e↵ect is stronger.

25Given that the LAUS unemployment data is imputed, I also run the regressions on data from the
CPS microdata in Appendix D and see similar answers.

26It appears from the descriptive data that their adjusted gross incomes are not necessarily that much
higher. See for example, Figure E1 in Appendix E.
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Figure 1. : The migration response to the inmigration shock, with 95 percent confidence intervals.
Standard errors clustered by state.

The methodology used to construct shocks used up the first four years of mi-
gration data and the lags use up the next two, so the sample period is from
1997-2013.22 I chose to use six lags because the e↵ect on unemployment dissi-
pates after six years. Four leads are used to show a lack of a trend.23

Figure 1(a) shows the response of inmigration and outmigration to this shock.
For this figure, I run the same specification, but with the migration rate on the
left-hand side. Note there is only a small response from outmigration initially.
Whatever the cause of the outmigration from historically-connected counties, it
is not causing lots of people to move out from the receiving city.
Figure 1(b) shows the response of overall population. After six years, the

response has flattened out, with population having increased by 4.57 log-points.
In subsequent figures, the magnitude of the coe�cients are shrunk by a factor of
4.57, so that the impulse responses can be interpreted as the e↵ect of a migration
shock causing a one percent increase in population.

D. The E↵ect on Unemployment

Figure 2 shows the e↵ect of an inmigration shock on the unemployment rate.
The blue line, with dashed confidence interval bands, is the estimated e↵ect of the
one-percent inmigration shock. In periods t � 3 to t � 1, the coe�cients are not
significantly di↵erent from zero, giving no evidence of a pre-trend. In period t, the

22One might be concerned this is a special time in U.S. history, especially since the housing boom and
bust plays a prominent role throughout most of the time period. However, in Section II, I argue that the
relationship we see between housing construction and house prices match well with previous estimates
from before the housing boom (Poterba, 1984; Topel and Rosen, 1988). Results are robust to splitting
the sample to before and after 2001. See appendix D.

23The lack of a pre-trend is also helpful in addressing any lingering concerns of reverse causality. If the
reader is concerned that good economic conditions are causing an increase in my instrument, it would
make sense for unemployment rates to be correlated with future values of the instrument, which it is not.
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Figure 2. : Unemployment Rate. The response to an inmigration shock, with 95 percent confidence
intervals. Errors clustered by state.

period of the shock, the unemployment rate falls by 0.05 percentage points. In
period t+1, the unemployment rate falls more, to a total e↵ect of 0.3 percentage
points, which grows further through t + 2 and t + 3, before gradually returning
to zero by t + 6. In total, the inmigration lowers the unemployment rate by 2.1
percentage-point-years.24

We can also see the e↵ect in other measures of the labor market. In Figure
3(a), I show the e↵ect on the employment-population ratio, for both MSAs and
the broader category of CBSAs. Here I construct the employment-population
ratio by dividing employment in County Business Patterns by the population
estimates of the U.S. Census. Estimates are consistent with the e↵ects on the
unemployment rate, with the employment-population ratio rising.
In Figure 3(b), I also show that unemployment benefits, as measured by the

Bureau of Economic Analysis fell. While not surprising given the results on
unemployment, it is constructed from administrative data rather than surveys
and so might be more reliable.25

Effect on non-migrants. — A natural question is whether the e↵ects on the
unemployment rate could be driven purely by migrants being more likely to have
jobs.26 Ideally, I could distinguish individuals by where they lived previously,
but that would require a large panel dataset that tracked both location and
employment status. Nonetheless, by focusing on the unemployment rate, there
is a natural bound on the direct e↵ect coming from the employment status of
migrants.

24Appendix B compares these results to ordinary least squares. Without the instrument, there is some
evidence of a pre-trend, and the initial e↵ect is stronger.

25Given that the LAUS unemployment data is imputed, I also run the regressions on data from the
CPS microdata in Appendix D and see similar answers.

26It appears from the descriptive data that their adjusted gross incomes are not necessarily that much
higher. See for example, Figure E1 in Appendix E.
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(b) Construction Employment per Capita

Figure 4. : The e↵ect of an inmigration shock, with 95 percent confidence interval. Errors clustered
by state.

percent in response to one percent inmigration.28 Housing prices come from the
Federal Housing Finance Agency, and is based on both sales prices and appraisals.
Based on the increase in housing permits, it would suggest a short-run housing
supply elasticity of about 1.5. This is in line with Poterba (1984), who estimates
a housing supply elasticity of between 0.5 and 2.3; and Topel and Rosen (1988)
who estimate a one-quarter-short-run elasticity of 1 and a long-run elasticity of
3 that occurs mostly within a year. Both estimate the elasticity o↵ the time
series of aggregate U.S. data. Finding an estimate within this range is important
because it suggests the results are being driven by a change in construction, and
is less likely to be special to the housing boom.
In Figure 6, I present some evidence that this housing price increase is leading

to additional consumption. On the left is the rise in mortgage lending. Not sur-
prisingly, there is a large increase in the amount of total mortgages. But the per-
centage increase in second-lien mortgages is even higher. Second-lien mortgages
are often taken to finance consumer spending, and as such, are good evidence
that people are responding to their increased housing wealth.29

On the right is the rise in non-tradable employment, which increases by about
0.08 percentage points. Given a house price rise of about 8 percent, and assuming
a consumption-to-house-price elasticity of 0.2 (Berger et al., 2017), we would
expect non-tradable consumption to rise by 1 percent. The mean non-tradable-
employment-to-population ratio is 8 percent in my data, which would predict a

28Given the centrality of the housing market, the reader may be interested in how vacancies or home-
ownership respond to inmigration. In Appendix D, I show that vacancies decline in response to the
shock, which makes sense given the extra demand, and homeownership rises, which also makes sense
given that migrants tend to be higher income.

29The majority of second-lien mortgages are home equity lines of credit (HELOCs). See Lee, Mayer
and Tracy (2012) for a further discussion of second liens in recent years. Of course, second liens are less
than 10 percent of the mortgage market, so the increase is smaller in dollar terms.

Population Unemployment

Housing Permits Construction Employment
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Up to now… 


Efficient migration: transfers for moving


Placed based policies: transfers to regions (as in Fiscal Union)

Dilemma…


Without tools to control migration…


… regional transfers affect mobility!

Result… 

lower fiscal union transfers


sufficient mobile: even negative is possible



Conclusions
Key insight


movers take demand for goods, not just labor supply…


… possible inefficiencies


Mundell…


more mobility always good


natural to conjecture: 


Results: surprisingly, subtle results, depend on…


structure of demand and imbalances


form of rigidity and rationing


housing


available tools
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